About
The Dana Dolly is an updated version of a design used in the film industry for
decades. After making similar dollies for years for friends, Mike Hall decided to
simplify the design, and modify the components and composition to make the entire
system easier to use and more affordable.
The dolly is the product of hundreds of shoots and modifications since the early
1980s, when the cameras were much heavier. We tried a number of different wheels
and bearings, and composites, steel, and aluminum before coming up with the
combination that we believe is all three: Good, Fast, and Cheap.
The Dana Dolly V2.0 is now made of 6061 Aluminum finished Black to cut down on
reflectivity. The bottom of the plate is milled out to cut down on overall weight, while
not compromising strength. The triangle trucks are a custom extruded aluminum
profile that is patent pending, finished black. The wheels are custom made soft, then
turned down to be round within 1/1000 of an inch (thinner than a human hair) to
eliminate the "bounce" that normal skateboard wheels give.

The turning process also helps keep down the squeak that some dollies experience.
We have our bearings specially made to compliment the wheels. The dolly wheels
are designed soft to give a very smooth, squeak free move with any size camera, and
can be used for today's SLR's and full-sized 35mm cameras with no problem. Heavier
cameras may require the use of a middle support for longer track moves, and the
wheels are not a good fit for any use that would put over 100lbs on 16 wheels.
The dolly now has a 1/4-20 and 3/8-16 threaded hole on each side for accessories
such as LED lights or monitors, as well as a 3/8" through - hole in the middle of each
side. The plate measures approximately 14" long and 10" wide, and the trucks are
just shy of 12" on center. The plate has a standard Mitchell Mount milled into the
center of the dolly plate, with an elongated slot to accompany non-standard
adapters. We make three standard sizes of ball-mount adapters: 75mm, 100mm, and
150mm.
The Track Ends are designed to go into any "Junior" or 1 1/8" receiver. They do work
with "Baby" stands, or "C" stand spuds, however we highly recommend using Junior
Stands. After a couple of years of making track ends that fit these stands, we
determined that baby stands are just too unstable to handle the dolly setup. Most
customers use a "Baby Combo" stand to support the track.
The original dollies were made of Wood, then Aluminum, and then we had a
composite Dana Dolly. The composite proved too expensive for our purpose, so once
again since 2010 the dolly is made from Aluminum.
Designed and manufactured in the USA.

Dolly Track / Adapters
Dolly Track End Kit: The dolly system is comprised of two "track ends" that ensure
the pipe stays the proper distance apart. Track ends are designed to go into any
standard 1 1/8" Junior receiver. Most people use "Baby Combo" stands. Flip the track
to the other side and you can support it with apple boxes, or go all the way on the
ground for low mode.
The New Dana Dolly Track: Dana Dolly now has a portable track system for those
who would like to travel with their track. Made of two custom aluminum extrusions,
the patent pending design offers a seamless ride that can be configured in 3, 6, or 9'
sections. Click on the link below for more info.
Adapters: We have specially made 75mm, 100mm, and 150mm adapters that fit
most standard leveling heads with a Mitchell mount. The dolly comes machined with
a standard Mitchell mount. American Studio Equipment now makes a special low boy
combo type stand for the Dana Dolly. The Dana Dolly stand has a "T" top welded to
accept the track ends, is about 8" shorter than a low boy combo, and has two leveling

legs instead of one, which will allow it to level better on mountains or rocky terrain.
These improvements are from customer feedback, and it is a great stand. Contact
American Grip Equipment - 818-768-8922 or email sales@americangrip.com
What to use as track: You can use any pipe or round rigid structure with an outside
diameter of 1.66" (42.2mm). This is the common size for 1 1/4" pipe 32mm pipe, and
also metal conduit. This allows you to use cheap pipe for the road that you can
discard, and have nicer pipe for your everyday use. We highly recommend using
Schedule 80 aluminum pipe, and we have found a supplier: ONLINEMETALS.COM.
They have 6' and 8' lengths of Schedule 80 aluminum pipe in stock, no minimum
order, and they ship all over the U.S. Here are two links for Schedule 80 and
Schedule 40 aluminum pipe in 1.25."
Schedule 80 Aluminum pipe: CLICK HERE
Schedule 40 Aluminum pipe: CLICK HERE
They also carry Stainless Steel if you really want to go overboard.

